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AN ADDRESS TO THE REPUBLICANS OF GEORGIA.

Governor Bullock having resigned, and the duly elected Representatives of the people having
decided by an overwhelming majority that a Governor should be elected for the unexpired term,
on the 19th of December, 1871, leaving only twenty days to organize a campaign under peculiar
circumstances, and understanding that prominent Republicans, whom I honor and respect, have
discussed the advisability of sustaining the veto of Governor Conley, by refusing to nominate or vote
for any person for Governor, on that day, thereby letting the election go by default, I am prompted to
write this letter and advocate, with such vigor as I may, exactly the opposite course of action.

I admit the arguments of my friends:

First . That there is little time to prepare for such a contest.

Second . That Governor Conley's action, together with the silence of the Republican Representatives,
who apparently acquiesced in it, have some force.

Third . Some minds may also be influenced by the depressing influences which still remain as the
result of the election last December; and by the additional reason, that challenging for non-payment
of the poll-tax, will prevent many colored Republicans from voting.

It has been said to me, let Governor Conley's position be legal or illegal, it furnishes the Republican
party an excellent excuse for not voting, and being badly beaten, the conditions being so
unfavorable to their success in the contest. To many, these reasons, with other reasons, may be
conclusive against our party running a candidate, and voting December 19; to my mind, they are not
good reasons for such a course of action, and I sincerely hope our friends will immediately reconsuler
the question , and so far from letting the election “ go by default ,” make the above reasons alleged as
sufficient to deter us from contesting the election with our Democratic friends, reasons for putting
forth the most earnest and vigorous efforts to organize the party and meet the old enemies of Equal
Rights, and exact justice to the colored man fairly and squarely in the teeth, and do brave battle for
some pure-minded , honest Republican , who, if elected, will serve out the term with credit to himself
and benefit to the State.
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I am thoroughly convinced that this is the very best course for us to pursue. The contrary course
seems to my mind neither wise, brave, patriotic, or just. We have as much time to work for the
election as our opponents.

Governor Conley's position is at least of doubtful legality, and even if it were technically correct , the
voice of the people, speaking through their Representatives, speaks in thunder tones, and most
emphatically—and as I think wisely—construes the language of the Constitution of Georgia to mean
that a new Governor must be elected next month.

Neither brief time for preparation, Governor Conley's position, the result of the last election, or
the inability of our friends to pay their taxes, should for one instant shut our ears to this call of the
people. It must , will , and ought to be obeyed at any cost.

The wishes of the people are entitled to respect, and the individuals, or party, who fail to heed them
when so plainly expressed, and on so important a question as the one pending, will do itself great
wrong , and suffer in the end accordingly.

I never did , and do not now believe in shirking a fight with Democracy under any pretext however
specious, and circumstances however discouraging.

We ought to be ready and willing to meet them whenever and wherever duty calls, and defend the
great principles advocated by our party since '56, and by many good men long before.

These principles are as good and true to-day as ever they were, and the bitter and relentless warfare
waged by our unscrupulous opponents against everything which tends to unshackle the hands of
the honest laborer of Georgia—and everywhere else—should only nerve every man of us to “gird up
his loins” and fight like heroes for the education and elevation of the masses, and the defeat of the
cardinal principles of Democracy.
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Instead of giving up the fight , let it be continued , and give them no quarter , till the last stronghold of
the greatest foe of Liberty, and Equal Rights in this country, shall be carried, and they shall surrender
to the cohorts of Freedom, and to the Civilization of the nineteenth Century.
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If we would save our “Common School System,” in Georgia, and preserve the liberties of the people ,
we must fight it out with them, if we all go to our graves before the cause is finally triumphant. But
triumphant it will be , and that at no distant time, as sure as a merciful God exists.

The wrongs of our poor people call loudly for redress, and the cry must be heeded, and responded
to by all true hearts.

We must play no cowardly part in this fight, nor bow our neck to the Democratic yoke, otherwise we
are not worthy the blessings we seek.

Let them, all the leading Republicans now in Atlanta, take Counsel together immediately , and prevail
on Gov. Conley, Hon. J. S. Bigby, Ex-Gov. James Johnson, or one of a half dozen other pure and true
Republicans of ability , and prominence, to allow the Party to make an effort to place them in the
Gobernatorial chair.

Let Governor Conley reconsider his determination, and contest his right to his position before the
PEOPLE, that Mighty Tribunal , higher than all courts.

Let us pay our poll taxes , rapidly organize our party in every county, and poll every vote we can; then ,
if we are ever so badly beaten, we shall have at least the satisfaction of meeting our old enemy face to
face, and doing battle valiantly for the right.

It will put as in harness for the greater battle of '72, in which the principles of justice will surely
triumph over oppression and wrong, and the result be perfect Peace.

JOSEPH W. CLIFT.

Continental Hotel, Washington , D. C., Nov. 29, 1871.


